
ANNOUNCEMENTS

OCLC’s New Global Strategy: Yes,  It Involves Us!

I am aware that many announcements come your way from MINITEX, OCLC and other library
entities.  Sometimes, it can be difficult to identify those that truly are significant or those that will
have long-term, far-reaching implications.  I would like to draw your attention to the OCLC
announcement that follows this article because I feel that OCLC’s new initiative, “Extending the
OCLC Cooperative,” fits into this category.

OCLC has spent months analyzing the current and future environment for libraries.  Along with the
OCLC Users Council, OCLC Advisory Committees, affiliated regional networks, and member
libraries, OCLC staff have asked what it will take for libraries to maintain their role as key
components of the world’s information infrastructure.  As we see the changing nature of
information delivery and our patrons’ increasing reliance on (and, in some cases, preference for)
web-based information, we know this is not a question to be taken lightly.

The resulting proposal outlines a possible strategy for leveraging the cooperative effort that
libraries have poured into WorldCat to transform it from a bibliographic database and online union
catalog into a globally networked information resource of text, graphics, sound, and motion.  It
means that the ranks of OCLC members and contributors may expand to include more types of
information organizations, such as museums, archives, and publishers.  Information included in
WorldCat may expand to incorporate reviews, enhanced links to full-text content, and more.
OCLC may assume a role in archiving and preserving digital data, which could relieve concerns
about changes in technology and formats as well as ensure access to electronic content in the
future.

We have included the introduction that Jay Jordan, OCLC President and CEO, has supplied for the
report below.  Please take the time to read the full report.  The introduction and full report are
available at:

http://www.oclc.org/strategy

The world is changing -- more rapidly than we might like.  OCLC is working to provide and
strengthen some of the tools that our libraries will need to keep up with and capitalize upon that
change.  We would appreciate it if you would share your thoughts and reactions with us via the
MINITEX electronic mailing list or with OCLC directly through the e-mail link from their website.

[Carla Dewey Urban, Manager, MINITEX Bibliographic and Technical Services]
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Extending the OCLC Cooperative: A Three-Year Strategy Introduction
Jay Jordan, OCLC President and Chief Executive Officer

You are cordially invited to see the future of digital library services by clicking on
"Extending the OCLC Cooperative: A Three-Year Strategy." It outlines plans for
libraries and OCLC to transform WorldCat from a bibliographic database and online
union catalog to a globally networked information resource of text, graphics, sound
and motion. This enhanced version of WorldCat will include a shared knowledge base
supported by a set of integrated, Web-based tools and services that facilitate
contribution, discovery, exchange, delivery, and preservation of knowledge objects and
shared expertise of participating institutions.

In the next three years, we will extend the present OCLC library cooperative of 38,000
institutions in 76 countries into a truly global, digital community. This will involve
developing new Web-based services, implementing a new technological platform, and,
most important, reaffirming a commitment to library cooperation. Here are some of the
highlights of our strategy.

 Metadata:   Over the past 30 years, libraries have used OCLC shared cataloging to
create WorldCat, which today is the world's foremost bibliographic database. OCLC
will extend this cooperative framework to include new participants, new types of
metadata, and new automated tools to capture, organize and deliver metadata. In
addition to libraries, OCLC will seek the input of metadata from museums, archives,
professional societies, publishers and others, including authors. Each of these
providers will use and share metadata that includes descriptions, holdings, reviews and
previews as well as links to content.

Archiving and Content Management:  Preservation, digitization and archiving
services from OCLC will help libraries increase access to their unique collections as
well as pass  them on to future generations. OCLC will establish a digital repository
for electronic materials from library collections, government agencies and other
sources of electronic content.  Based on cooperation, this repository will accommodate
changes in technologies and formats and provide access to electronic content using
industry standards, both now and in the future.

Discovery and Navigation: Through new or enhanced services from OCLC, libraries
will become a ubiquitous presence on the Web, viewed as a preferred and authoritative
source of information. Libraries will customize their users' interface to WorldCat, with
links to reviews, full text, images, and other files in addition to bibliographic
information. These services will help build the library brand on the Web. End users
will move easily between the library and the Web. OCLC will also facilitate
establishing an expert library cooperative in which libraries pool expertise and
resources to provide around-the-clock, around-the-world reference support for people
looking for information on the Web.
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Fulfillment: New or enhanced OCLC services will help libraries integrate selection,
circulation, interlibrary loan and direct-buy options in order to provide information to
people when and where they need it in a form they want. End users will have access to
the collections of many libraries as well as easy order and delivery options via the
Web.

In short, these new services will enable us to extend the who, how, what, when and
where of library cooperation. We want to provide greater value for more institutions.

"Extending the Library Cooperative," is, however, more than an OCLC strategic plan.
It is also part of our ongoing dialogue with libraries, U.S. regional networks,
international distributors and potential partners. I hope that you will read the strategy,
discuss it with your colleagues and join in the dialogue. Through global cooperation,
we can convert these ideas into value-added services.

Continue Index to MINITEX/OCLC Mailing?

With Jan. 2001 less than a month away, we have a question for you.  Each year, we have produced
a cumulated index of the articles included in the monthly issues of the MINITEX/OCLC Mailing.
We’d like to check whether you find this index useful and whether you favor the annual index’s
continuation.

Please answer the following questions for us.  (You may e-mail your responses to us at:
mino@othello.minitex.umn.edu)

1) Do you use the annual index?
2) If so, do you have suggestions for its improvement?
3) If not, why not?  Are there changes we could implement that would make it more useful for

you?

Please let us hear from you.  If we get sufficient support, we will distribute the index of Calendar
Year 2000 articles in January.  If we receive negative responses (or no responses at all!), we’ll
presume that this is one activity that we can forego.
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GENERAL

OCLC Users Council Discusses Governance, Strategic Directions, and the Library as a
Virtual Place

OCLC Users Council delegates discussed findings from a governance study, discussed global
strategy, and focused on the meeting topic, "Giving Meaning to the Library as a Virtual Place,"
during the first of three 2000/01 meetings held Oct. 22-24.  Featured speaker Betty Bengston,
director of University Libraries, University of Washington, spoke about "Building the Virtual
Library."  Larry Alford, Users Council president and deputy university librarian, University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill, led discussion of governance and direction.

In Jan. 2000, the OCLC Board of Trustees retained the consulting firm of Arthur D. Little to
conduct an independent study of OCLC's strategic directions and related issues of governance,
especially as OCLC functions more and more in a global environment.  Preliminary
recommendations from the governance study have been presented to the Users Council for
consideration.  Delegates spent a great deal of time during the three-day meeting discussing the
study and possible recommendations.  Users Council will continue its involvement in the
governance study throughout its 2000/01 meetings.

"Any changes in governance require full discussion within the Users Council, between the Users
Council and the Board of Trustees, and with OCLC management," said William J. Crowe, chair,
OCLC Board of Trustees, and Spencer Librarian, University of Kansas.  Crowe reviewed the
board's role and discussed the governance study as well as OCLC's global strategy and initiatives to
improve OCLC's business systems and processes to serve libraries more effectively.

Alford along with Betsy Wilson, a member of the OCLC Board of Trustees and associate director
of Libraries for Research and Instructional Services, University of Washington, led small group
discussions on OCLC governance that centered on definitions of contribution and representation,
among other issues.

Bengston stressed the importance of adopting a user-centered focus in libraries in her presentation.
She said the University of Washington concentrates on selection and organization of information,
including e-resources; integration of print and e-information; access to global information;
preservation of digital information; digitization of local collections; and working with faculty to
create new knowledge bases.  The University of Washington Libraries has developed a
sophisticated portal to a variety of information resources.

OCLC senior management discussed with Users Council "Extending the OCLC Cooperative:  A
Three-year Strategy."

"Our plan is to integrate the evolving and extended WorldCat with the efforts of libraries and what
libraries have accomplished in portal management," said Frank Hermes, vice president, OCLC
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Marketing and Planning, who described the plan’s framework.  "The goal of this plan is to help
position libraries as the place to go on the Web for information, and to position librarians as the
information authorities who add value to all types of information."

Gary Houk, vice president, OCLC Metadata and Content Management Services, sketched the plan's
timetable, identifying the first-year focus on helping to weave libraries into the Web, extending
WorldCat (the OCLC Online Union Catalog) in the second year, and focusing on content
management and preservation in the third year.

"Libraries will be able to use OCLC as an end-to-end service provider for resource description
through content management, discovery, navigation and fulfillment," Houk said.  "At the same
time, WorldCat will have expanded tremendously from a single database covering eight formats to
an international network of metadata repositories connected with a myriad of fulfillment options in
a Web environment."

Phyllis Spies, vice president, OCLC Worldwide Library Services, explained how OCLC's strategic
plan would be implemented around the world. "We want to have production, marketing and support
operations in multiple countries, but we want to coordinate and leverage them in an integrated,
global way."

In other action, the Users Council passed a resolution recommending that OCLC develop a service
to provide an automated batch record process to update the serials holdings for Union List
participants.

Minutes from the Oct. 2000 meeting are available on the OCLC Users Council web site:

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/uc/

The next regularly scheduled Users Council meeting is Feb. 11-13, 2001.

[OCLC News Release, Nov. 17, 2000; edited]

COLLECTIONS AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

Did you know. . .

. . .that there are now 87 institutions in the MINITEX region subscribing to CatExpress?  Yep!  In
fact, we’ve earned a bit of a reputation at OCLC as being CatExpress gurus!  We’re pleased that
this easy-to-use, Web-based copy cataloging software has proven so useful to small libraries
throughout Minnesota and the Dakotas.
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We have additional subscriptions in the pipeline, but right now the MINITEX CatExpress
subscribers include:

37 individual schools
20 public libraries
9 school districts
8 medical libraries
7 academic libraries
3 state agencies
2 law libraries
1 church library

We have enclosed a flyer about CatExpress with this issue of the MINITEX/OCLC MAILING.  If
you would like more information about this service, or know of a library that would benefit from
simple, affordable access to the wealth of cataloging records in OCLC’s Worldcat database, please
contact the MINITEX Bibliographic and Technical Services unit.

[Carla Dewey Urban, Nov. 2000]

The “Con Cats”
--by Conway

Holiday greetings from all the MINITEX catalogers!  This month’s article is short as statistics
usually are.  The MINITEX Contract Cataloging Program began in 1995.  In the first three years,
one half-time cataloger worked chiefly at several state agency libraries.  Between 1998 and 1999,
we completed a barcoding project for 14 CALCO libraries resulting in:

433,137 barcodes applied
283,185 item records created

Over the last few years, our cataloging statistics show:

FY99 FY00 FY01 (July-Oct.)
Originals 1630 3094 940
Copy 1330 4542 3687
Libraries 18 28 13

We have progressed from one half-time cataloger in 1995 to 2.75 full-time catalogers plus 9 pool
catalogers working part time.  You can see we have been, and continue to be, busy!  So many
books – so little time!
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Next month, we’ll discuss some cataloging dilemmas we encounter.

If you have questions about the MINITEX Contract Cataloging Program, contact Kay Beaudrie
(612-624-4002, 800-462-5348, k-beau@tc.umn.edu)

National Library Control Number Changes

Control numbers in bibliographic and authority records from the national libraries are changing to
reflect Year 2000 requirements. These changes will affect record display and searching.

Implementation Schedule

OCLC expects to install these changes Dec. 10, 2000. Searching changes will be apparent on this
date. Users will be notified of any changes in the installation date via the logon Message-of-the-
Day.

The Library of Congress plans to begin sending records with the new format LCCNs containing the
4-digit date beginning in Jan. 2001. However, users may enter LCCNs with the 4-digit date as soon
as these changes are installed.

LCCN Structure

In both authority and bibliographic records, the old LCCNs will retain the current structure, and the
new LCCNs will reflect the new structure.

Record Display Examples

Authority records will continue to display without the hyphen, and bibliographic records will
continue to display with the hyphen. Users will continue to input the hyphen in bibliographic
records.

• Bibliographic: ab2001-123456
• Authority: n 2001050268

Note: Authority records in the CORC service will continue to display with the hyphen.

Suffixes and Revision Information

The Library of Congress no longer uses suffixes and revision information. Therefore, all
occurrences of suffixes and revision information will be removed from field 010. Conversions to
remove this information will occur over the next several months. Users should no longer enter
suffixes and revision information in the 010 field.
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LCCN Searching Change

Users who search using the command (fin) and index label (ln) must now include the hyphen in the
LCCN search key in bibliographic and authority searches. In the past, the hyphen has been optional
when using fin ln. However, LCCNs will contain either a 2-digit date or a 4-digit date. The hyphen
must be included for the software to distinguish the date from the remainder of the LCCN and
return the appropriate record to the user.

Users will now be required to include the hyphen when searching for LCCNs in authority records
when using the bracketed search, (for example, [78-52051). Previously, the hyphen in the
bracketed LCCN authority search was optional.

ISSN Searching Change

Since some new LCCNs will look like ISSNs, OCLC will change the ISSN index. When searching
without the index label, users will omit the hyphen from the ISSN search key when using the
numeric ISSN search from the OCLC Cataloging, CORC, Interlibrary Loan, Selection, or Union
List services. The system will recognize this 8-digit search as the ISSN numeric search. When
using the index label (sn) in these services, the hyphen will continue to be optional.

Users will continue to include the hyphen in the ISSN when searching via the Keyword Standard
Number index.

OCLC Z39.50 Cataloging, OCLC FirstSearch, and OCLC CatExpress users will continue to
include the hyphen in the ISSN search. CORC users searching the Resource Catalog will also
continue to use the hyphen.

Field 010 Restrictions

Field 010 will be restricted for use of the Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN) only, with
the exception of National Library of Canada (NLC) serials. For CONSER purposes, the control
number in NLC serials will not be removed from the 010 field. Control numbers other than LCCNs
that are currently in the field 010 will be moved to other fields. Conversions to move the non-LC
control numbers to the appropriate fields will occur following the Dec. installation.

Other National Library Control Numbers

Other national library control numbers will be stored in field 029 and field 016. Field 029 is used
for matching in batchload processing. Field 016 was renamed and redefined in OCLC-MARC
Bibliographic Update 2000 to include control numbers assigned to a record by national
bibliographic agencies other than the Library of Congress. Users may search field 016 using the
Keyword Standard Number index.
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Documentation

For further information about these changes, see Technical Bulletin 241 National Library Control
Number Changes, Nov. 2000, available on the OCLC Web site at

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/tb/tb241/

Distribution of printed copies of TB 241 will began in late November.

[Susan Walker, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

MARC Bibliographic Update: Cataloging Source Code (008/39) and Field 040 Changes
(Dec. 2000)

On Dec. 10, 2000, OCLC plans to install the third set of changes related to the MARC
Bibliographic Update, 2000. OCLC will notify users through a System News message if the date
changes. This phase includes:

• Changes to Cataloging Source ('Srce') and field 040 to support the changes in the definition
of Cataloging Source ('Srce').

• Changes to the Cataloging Source Qualifier (DLC qualifier) to identify the elements used to
retrieve records for display and to identify PCC (Program for Cooperative Cataloging)
records in Brief and Truncated record displays.

• Changes to the relationship between Srce values 'blank' or 'c' and field 040 subfield ‡a for
original input.

See Technical Bulletin 236 at:

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/tb/tb236

part 2, section 5, for a summary of the changes. In addition, the following information details
highlights obsolete elements and changes not originally included in the technical bulletin. The Web
version of Technical Bulletin 236 will be amended to include this information.

OCLC scanned and corrected records with Srce 'n' (7,273 records), and is now scanning and
correcting records with Srce 'a' or 'b' (10,384 records). With the Dec. 10 install, all three codes will
be removed from the Validation Rules.

Technical Bulletin 236 states the Cataloging Source Qualifier will continue to retrieve records
entered by PCC libraries. However, these records will now be identified as PCC instead of DLC.
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Although not originally noted in Technical Bulletin 236, a few changes have also been made to the
rules used to retrieve records by the Cataloging Source Qualifier (/dlc). The primary change will be
to rely mainly on field 040 instead of Srce to determine if a record meets the criteria for retrieval by
the Cataloging Source Qualifier. The shift to field 040 is necessary because of the change in
definitions of the various Srce codes. Srce values 'a,' 'b' and 'n' will be obsolete and no longer used.
Srce values 'blank,' 'd' and 'u' remain valid for input, but will no longer be used in retrieving
records. In addition, subfield ‡d in field 040 will no longer be checked. The rules used for
retrieving records for serials and non-serials will be combined. The Cataloging Source Qualifier,
'dlc,' will retrieve records that meet the following criteria:

• Srce 'c' or
• Subfield ‡c of field 040 contains 'DLC' or
• Subfield ‡a contains 'DLC' or 'DLC' in combination with other data (i.e., 'DLC'/ followed by

anything else, 'DLC'--' followed by anything else or '/DLC' at the end of subfield  ‡a.
Example: DGPO/DLC)

• Field 042 contains the authentication codes 'lcderive,' 'lccopycat-nm,' 'lcode,' 'lcnccp,'
'premarc,' 'lcac,' 'pcc,' 'lc,' 'lcd,' 'msc,' 'nsdp' or 'nst'. (This list is subject to periodic change,
however, the rules for field 040 ‡a and ‡c will account for most of the records flagged as
'DLC'.)

Because of the changes to the indexing rules, some records will require reindexing. During
reindexing, users may find the number of records retrieved using the Cataloging Source Qualifier
could be higher than expected. We will announce when reindexing is complete.

Two additional changes are being made with the Dec. 10 install that affect the relationship between
Srce and field 040 subfield ‡a for original input.

• Users entering Srce 'c' no longer must enter their OCLC institution symbol in 040 subfield
‡a. Instead, the system will supply the OCLC institution symbol automatically based on the
symbol in subfield ‡c when the user validates, saves, or adds the record to WorldCat. Users
transcribing old cooperative copy cataloging must continue to enter the appropriate data in
040 subfield ‡a. This change accommodates input by BIBCO and CONSER participants.

• If users enter Srce 'blank' and nothing in field 040 subfield  ‡a, the system will supply the
OCLC institution symbol in 040 subfield ‡a based on the symbol in subfield ‡c. The system
will no longer supply 'DLC.' This change is being made because Srce 'blank' no longer
represents just LC cataloging.

[Ellen Caplan, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]
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OCLC-MARC Code List Additions and New Subfield for Field 583 (Dec. 2000)

The Library of Congress recently announced additions to the MARC Code Lists for Relators,
Sources, Description Conventions. These codes will be available for use by OCLC members on
Dec. 10, 2000.

Description Convention Codes: Field 583 ‡2-(Source of term)**
stmanf      Standard terminology for the MARC 21 Action Note

Source Codes: Fields 600-630 and 651 ‡2 -Subject Added Entries
unbisn      UNBIS Name Authority List

Source Codes: Field 655 ‡2 -Index Term (Genre/Form)
gtlm          Genre terms for law

**Field 583 (Action Note), Subfield ‡2 (Source of term)

Subfield ‡2 is being added to the Validation Rules to allow use of the new source code, 'stmanf.'
Subfield  ‡2 is not repeatable. It contains a MARC code that identifies the source of the term used
to record the action information. (See MARC Code Lists for Relators, Sources, Description
Conventions maintained by the Library of Congress.) If different sources are recorded, separate
fields should be used.

[Ellen Caplan, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

Changes to the Validation Rules (Oct. 2000)

On Oct. 22, OCLC made several changes to the Validation Rules for cataloging as part of the
follow-up to the MARC Bibliographic Updates implemented in Oct. 1998 (Technical Bulletin 227)
and April 2000 (Technical Bulletin 236). Bibliographic records have been scanned and corrected.
Final scans began shortly after Oct. 22 and are almost complete.

Summary of Changes

• Invalidating obsolete elements and values. The obsolete elements were scanned and deleted
or corrected. This included removing obsolete language codes from the validation rules. To
determine what should be used in place of the obsolete elements, see Technical Bulletins 227
and 236.

• Adding the value 's' for 'electronic item' to field 539, subfield ‡g.
• Changing the Validation Rules to match the input standards for field 007 for remote-sensing

images (007/01 or subfield ‡a = r).
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Invalidating obsolete elements and values

The following fields, subfields, codes and values will no longer be valid for input.

• Language codes (Lang, 040 ‡b, 041, 242 ‡y, and 775 ‡e)

Obsolete Code    Language

                tru Truk
                esp Esperanto
                far              Faroese
                fri              Frisian
                eth              Ethiopic
                gae              Gaelic (Scots)
                gag             Galician (Gallegan)
                iri              Irish
                max             Manx
                gua              Guarani
                int              Interlingua
                cam             Khmer
                kus              Kusaie

                mla  Malagasy
                lan              Occitan (post-1500)
                gal              Oromo
                snh              Sinhalese
                lap              Samoan
                sho              Shona
                sso              Sotho
                swz              Swazi
                tar              Tatar
                taj              Tajik
                tag              Tagalog
                tsw              Tswana

• Fields 100, 400, 600, 700, 790, 800, 1st indicator value '2' --  Heading fields, Multiple
surname indicator value.

• Field 551 -- Entity and Attribute Information Note.
• Field 755 -- Added Entry-Physical Characteristics.
• Field 76x-78x, subfield ‡7 -- Linking Entry Fields, Control Subfield. In subfield ‡7 (Control

subfield) for all Linking Entry Fields (76x-78x), if position 1 is 'p' for personal name, value
'2'      for Multiple surname will no longer be valid in position 2. Note: In MARC 21, these
positions are '/0' and '/1'.

• Field 856, subfield ‡g -- Electronic Location and Access, Uniform Resource Name.

Field 539, subfield ‡g (Fixed-Length Data Elements of Reproduction Note, Form)--additional code

Code 's' for electronic item is available for input in field 539, subfield ‡g (Form). 'Form' became
valid for input in the fixed field (008) and field 006 in April 2000. Subfield ‡g remains optional for
input in field 539.

Field 007, 007/01 or subfield ‡a = ‘r ’ (Physical Description Fixed Field for Remote-sensing
Image)

The Validation Rules for cataloging were changed to match the input standards. Prior to Oct. 22,
the Validation Rules required that values be input for all subfields, except subfield ‡c. Currently,
only subfields ‡a and ‡b are required for input. Input of subfields ‡d-‡j is optional.

[Ellen Caplan, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]
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 CORC Nov. 2000 Enhancements

On Nov. 5, 2000, OCLC implemented several enhancements to CORC. Among them are the first
phase of URL checking and notification, authority updating for linked headings, changes to
administrative features, updated WebDewey, and several fixes and minor enhancements.

As always, OCLC welcomes your feedback. Please use the Contact Support feature in CORC,
select Suggestions/Enhancements, and submit your comments.

URL Checking and Notification

The first phase of the anticipated URL checking and user notification software has been installed.
Several key aspects are important.

1) Initially, our goal is for the URL checking software to completely scan the Resource
Catalog (RC) every 14 days. (Note: The fraction of the RC scanned each day may be
adjusted as needed to complete the processing every day.)

2) Only selected types of URL errors are reported: pages not found or pages relocated. Other
types of problems or errors are not reported. The checking software may flag and report a
URL as a problem when nothing is obviously wrong; the notification means only that the
problem was detected at the time the software tried to verify the URL. We may add
reporting for additional kinds of retrieval errors later as an enhancement.

3) To be notified of URL errors, you must indicate by checking 'yes' to the URL notification
question that appears on every record you create or edit. If the URL should not be checked
because it is behind a firewall, you can prevent it from being flagged as an error by using
the Mark Valid function.

4) To see the list of problem URLs for your institution, from the Navigation bar go to Show
By Status.

5) A database enrichment credit is received for every URL that is corrected when you "Edit
master record."

6) When a URL is modified in a record, it will no longer display in anyone's list of problem
URLs unless the checking software identifies another problem when it checks the record in
the next cycle.

 Authority Updating

Updating of controlled heading links was implemented. All linked headings in CORC were
candidates for Phase I of LC updating. It is important to note that not all authority changes may be
implemented; however, we anticipate that most cases were addressed. Updating changes affect
indicators, tags, text, and subfield coding. If a heading is no longer valid, for instance, if the
authority record has been deleted, the link between the heading and the authority record will be
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broken. When linked headings in CORC are updated, the heading in the master record in WorldCat
will also be updated.

Administrative Features

While most of the administrative changes affect only CORC Institution Administrator (IADM)
level users, all users will see improved clarity and consistency of labels for options and screens
under General--Administration and General-User Information.

Changes that affect only Institution Administrator level users:

1) Fixed some problems related to toolbar and frame displays.
2) Improved clarity and consistency of labels on Navigation Bar and Home page.
3) Consolidated and refined options under Administration.
4) Enhanced searching and sorting options (that is, sort by authorization Name or

authorization Number).
5) Removed option to determine whether users could unlock records (now all users who can

lock records may also unlock records).
6) Improved display of user information (including easier ability to change limit on the

number of maximum multiple sessions).

 WebDewey

This installation marks the first quarterly update of the WebDewey database. The database now
includes all updates to Dewey Decimal Classification, Edition 21, from April - Oct. 2000 (new and
changed entries, corrections, new developments, new built numbers, and additional electronic
index terms). Notable additions include an updated area table for Colombia; changes to the
historical periods for Chile, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela; and frequently used built numbers for
topics in literature. The new database also includes all editorially mapped LCSH/DDC (EM) from
LC Subject Headings Weekly Lists nos. 1-20, 2000. In addition, segmentation marks and a link to
the segmentation instructions are now part of the WebDewey record display.

Fixes

1) The problem that caused records to be garbled in MARC view was corrected. However,
existing records that were damaged cannot be exported or used for cataloging until after the
underlying data is cleaned up. OCLC is fixing the records and expects to have them
working again soon.

2) "Form" has been added to the 006 field in Visual Materials and Maps. The display for the
006 field for Books was changed to replace "Fict" with "LitF" to match the fixed field
display.

3) The 006 field for Visual no longer defaults to "3-D Format" when the user tries to change it.
4) The problem that sometimes caused data to disappear when you were working in the DC

Text Area view was corrected as were other anomalies in records.
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Documentation

1) Getting Started PDF revised to cover new system hours and changes to wording on
Administrative screens.

http://www2.oclc.org/oclc/pdf/corc/getting_started.pdf

2) Guide for CORC Administrators (URL not yet assigned; see CORC documentation page
for link)

3) Edit Records PDF revised to include information on URL checking and notification

http://www2.oclc.org/oclc/pdf/corc/edit_records.pdf

4) WebDewey Help and other Help topics affected by the system changes.

[Rich Greene, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

 CORC and Finding Local Holdings

Joe Murphy of the Catholic University of America Libraries recently asked: "How do I find CORC
records to which my institution has set holdings, but not cataloged by my institution?" While it is
easy to search the CORC Resource Catalog for items cataloged by a particular institution by
entering its institution symbol in the Search box, Joe's search is not possible in CORC.

However, savvy searcher Rebecca Routh of Northwestern University Library posted a great
solution to CORC-L: "You can easily identify CORC records that have your institutional holding
symbol attached by going into [FirstSearch] WorldCat and checking the boxes that will limit your
search to: Internet resources; and Resources owned by your library. It's new and it's great!"

Both the limit to items in my library and to Internet Resources are present on Basic, Advanced, and
Expert search screens in FirstSearch WorldCat. You must also enter a search term in addition to
selecting the two boxes for Internet resources and Resources owned by your library. Using 'http' as
a search term will work.

Remember to subscribe to CORC-L for more tips at:

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/forms/listserv.htm

[ OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]
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OCLC-MARC Tape and Export Record Formats, New Edition

OCLC will publish a new edition of OCLC-MARC Tape and Export Record Formats in January
2001. The new edition has been retitled OCLC-MARC Records. It describes OCLC current
electronic file and record communication format from 1995 to the present. It is also the key for
decoding bibliographic and authority records exported from the online service.

In Nov. 2000, we mailed Documentation Renewal Notices to those who have copies of OCLC-
MARC Tape and Export Record Formats. The notices announce publication of a new edition in
January 2001.

Upon publication, OCLC will send the number of copies your institution currently receives, unless
you return the Renewal Notice to cancel copies. Please send cancellations to OCLC Support
Services, mc 437.

[Lois Yoakam, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

Accessions List Reminders

Please pick up your lists promptly from OCLC Product Services Web (PSW) as OCLC Accessions
Lists are retained on PSW for a limited time. OCLC retains semimonthly and monthly lists for 90
days. For the quarterly lists, OCLC keeps the current list plus the next list back. If you need to refer
to earlier Accessions Lists beyond these time limits, please store copies of the lists in local files at
your institution. OCLC cannot guarantee availability beyond 90 days.

Notification that lists are ready for pick-up is provided through the Cataloging logon message of
the day. The first semimonthly, monthly, and quarterly lists are mounted on PSW between the 1st
and the 7th of the month. The second semimonthly list is posted between the 16th and the 23rd of
the month. Please note these dates if you do not see the Cataloging logon message of the day.

[Anna Sylvester, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]
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RESOURCE SHARING

OCLC ILL Document Supplier Program: National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

This month's featured participant in the OCLC ILL Document Supplier Program is NTIS: National
Technical Information Service. The following article details its collections along with some ILL
policies.

NTIS provides public access to the results of U.S. and foreign government-sponsored research,
development, and engineering activities and complete backup information in the form of technical
reports, in either paper copy or microfiche. NTIS announces government, scientific, technical, and
engineering results annually.

Its coverage includes more than 2.6 million citations to government research ,development, and
engineering activity since 1964. All are accessible through selected bibliographies, journals, and
online and CD-ROM bibliographic databases. NTIS cites approximately 100,000 items annually.
Many documents are
 listed in WorldCat (the OCLC Online Union Catalog). Online access to citations is also available
in the U.S. from: BRS Information Technologies; Data-Star; DIALOG Information Services, Inc.;
Pergamon ORBIT InfoLine, Inc.; and STN International.

NTIS materials are available for purchase only. Payment may be by institutional deposit account or
credit card (Visa, MasterCard, or American Express). Requests cannot be purchased using IFM.

Requests are shipped by first-class mail. Please note that rush orders and overnight express carry
additional charges. There is a handling fee per order. Rush orders are processed within 24 hours
and then sent first class or equivalent for an additional fee. Express orders are processed within 24
hours and then delivered by overnight courier for an additional fee.

Special instructions for OCLC ILL requests: enter NTI twice within the LENDER field of the ILL
workform. Also, specify NTIS accession numbers such as PB87-190088 or EPA/600/J-87/052
within the VERIFIED field. Ordering by title only will delay your order.

For additional information and more specific instructions on requirements for filling out the OCLC
ILL workform as specified by the National Technical Information Service (OCLC symbol NTI),
see

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/ill/supplier/toc.htm

NAD record :8498, the ILL Document Supplier Reference Card, or contact:
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National Technical Information Service
 Document Delivery Service
 5285 Port Royal Road
 Springfield, VA 22161
 Telephone: 703-605-6000
 Fax: 703-321-8547
 E-Mail: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov
 URL: http://www.fedworld.gov  or http://www.ntis.gov

[Mark Tullos, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

REFERENCE SERVICES

OCLC FirstSearch Service Enhancement

On Oct. 22, OCLC added a feature to FirstSearch that helps libraries use FirstSearch access more
efficiently. A "cookie" (a message given to a Web browser by a Web server) is now deposited in a
workstation's browser upon logon to FirstSearch to prevent multiple Web-based search sessions
from a single workstation. FirstSearch recognizes when an additional session is being started at a
workstation and ends the previous session. FirstSearch ports are released more quickly than when
left to time out according to a timeout setting.

OCLC added this feature because of the trend toward IP-address recognition or scripted access to
individual FirstSearch databases from library Web sites. When users access specific FirstSearch
databases via links on their libraries' Web sites, they often return to their library's Web page using
their browser's back button. They click a link to another database without ending their previous
FirstSearch session. This left an extra FirstSearch session open until the end of its specified
timeout, even as a new session begins.

The cookie only records the session ID that is randomly assigned by FirstSearch each time a
session begins. They do not pose any security risks because they do not capture any user or
workstation information. Now, if a user clicks the back button and selects a new FirstSearch link,
FirstSearch closes the previous session.

This cookie is enabled by default unless the browser does not accept cookies or the IP-address
recognition or WebScript link contains a component (onesession=no;) that disables the cookie. For
libraries whose browsers do not accept cookies, links to FirstSearch databases will continue to
work as usual. Libraries using FirstSearch do not need to make any changes access to benefit from
this feature. The cookie affects only Web-based FirstSearch access; Telnet-to-Lynx and Z39.50
access have not changed.
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Additional information about this new feature is available at

http://www.oclc.org/firstsearch/documentation/onesession.htm

Please contact Mary Parker in the MINITEX office with questions about the OCLC FirstSearch
service.

[Sonya Thelin Oliver, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

OCLC SiteSearch Suite of Software, Version 4.1.2

Highlights of the new software to be released March 2001 will include:

• Support for the Linux operating system. Because of the increased popularity of Linux and its
ability to run on Intel-based hardware, SiteSearch 4.1.2 will provide support for the X86
platform of Linux.

• Enhancements to WebZ ILL support. These enhancements will allow users to improve
control over their ILL services by providing greater ILL user authentication and method
options, including the ability to send MIME e-mail requests. SiteSearch administrators will
also have the option to configure multiple methods of submitting an ILL request per
institution or library group using ISO ILL, ASCII e-mail, or MIME e-mail. Enhancements
will also include a configurable "ILL double check" feature that checks if a patron's home
library catalog holds an item before allowing a patron to submit an ILL request for that item.

• The record builder application included with Database Builder will add support for Dublin
Core 3, enhanced templates, and new authentication options. The record builder application
allows users to create, add, and modify records describing physical or digital objects in local
databases. This release enhances the record builder interface to support the Dublin Core 3
implementation and will allow administrators to use the same workform (or subtemplate) to
create and edit records. The enhancements will also improve efficiency of data entry and
record updates. SiteSearch administrators will be able to assign specific tasks, such as
viewing, editing, and submitting records, to individual catalogers.

[Meredith Dean, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]

OCLC WebExpress Now Supports Access to Gale Group/InfoTrac Databases

The OCLC WebExpress support team has completed compatibility testing with nine Gale
Group/InfoTrac Z39.50 databases. The databases have been added to the list of currently
configured Z39.50 resources at the OCLC WebExpress Service Center. A comprehensive list of
configurable resources is available at the OCLC WebExpress Service Center at:
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http://www.oclc.org/webexpress/pub/z_resources_list.html

Discontinuation of Cambridge Scientific Abstracts Subscriptions and Databases

REMINDER: Access to the following Cambridge Scientific Abstracts databases will be
discontinued on the OCLC FirstSearch service effective Dec. 26, 2000, by mutual agreement
between OCLC and the database provider.

• AIDS and Cancer Research
• Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management
• Sociological Abstracts Abridged

These databases are subsets of the full-file versions available on FirstSearch and are per-search
only. OCLC will continue to make the full-file versions available on a subscription only basis.
Libraries using per-search access are invited to consider subscribing instead.

If you are interested in subscribing or have further questions, please contact Mary Parker in the
MINITEX office.

[Joan Giglierano, OCLC, Bits and Pieces, Nov. 2000: edited]
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